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Supreme Duelist Stickman is a funny stick combat mobile game Supreme Duelist Stickman is a funny and crazy stickman mobile game - With simple controls -lot map -Play and unlock new skin -1 player, 2 player and survival mode -Realistic stickman -2d physics stick battle Description: Supreme Duelist Stickman - a simple action game with simple controls that allows you to pass the time. The player is
invited to participate in duels between two thin men stickman. Before each game, the user can choose the location and weapons of his character. Under the guns there are both cold and shot samples. With weapons abilities the player must do so much damage to the opponent. Victory in the fight wins what is on the health scale, remains in points. Features: * With simple controls * Lots of cards * Play and
unlock new skins * 1 player, 2 Players and Survival Mode * Realistic Stickman Ragdoll * 2D Physical Stick Fight * Create Your Own Stickman Warrior Download Infomation Size 15.6MB Version 2.1.3 Version Code 104 Lang af am ar as az be bg bn bs ca cs da de el en-au en-CA en-GB en-in en-XC es es-US et eu fa fi fr-CA gl gu hi hr hu hy in it iw ja ka kk km kn ko ky lo en lv mk ml mn mr ms my nb ne nl
or pa pl pt pt pt-br pt-pt ro ru si sk sl sr-Latn sv sw ta th tl tr uk your uz vi zh-CN zh-HK zh-HK zh-TW Permission zu INTERNET ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE WAKE_LOCK Text Permission OTHER: Allows applications to open network slots. Allows apps to access network information. Allows you to use PowerManager WakeLocks so that the processor does not sleep or the screen will not disappear.
Operation System Min Sdk 16 Min Sdk Txt Android 4.1‧4.1.11 (JELLY_BEAN) Target Sdk 28 Target Sdk Txt Android 9.0 Multi Window No supports screens small, normal, large, xlarge Cpu armeabi-v7a Open Gl Int 0 supports any density Yes Density 120, 160, 240, 320, 480, 640 User Features Uses Function Display Hardware Features: Other. Uses Not Feature Touchscreen hardware features: The app
uses a global mobile system (GSM) telephony radio system. The app uses the device's basic two-point multi-touch capabilities, such as pinching gestures, but the app doesn't need to track touch touches individually. This is a superset of android.hardware.touchscreen features. The app uses advanced multi-touch capabilities for your device to track two or more dots individually. This feature is a superset of
android.hardware.touchscreen.multitouch features. Signature Md5 E89B158E4BCF988EBD09EB83F5378E87 Signature 61ED377E85D386A8DFEE6B864 BD85B0BFAA5AF81 Sha256 A40DA80A59D170CAA950CF15C18C454D47A39B2 6989D8B640ECD745BA71BF5DC Valid from Fri Feb 29 02:33:46 CET 2008 to: Tue Jul 17 1703:33:46 CEST 2035 Serial number 936eacbe07f201df Developer
Developer Android Ou Android Organization Android Locale Mountain View Country US City California ðЯ... 15 Apr 2020Supreme Duelist Stickman 2.1.0 Apk Unlocked Latest is Action gameDownload latest version of Supreme Duelist Stickman ARK Android with direct referenceSupreme Duelist Stickman is an action android game made by Neron's brother that you can install on your Android devices to
enjoy! Supreme Duelist Stickman is a funny and crazy stickman mobile game - with simple controls -lots of map -Play and unlock new skin -1 player, Player 2 and survival mode -Realistic stickman ragdoll -2d physics stick battle battle -create your stickman wariors Different modes -Gravity (ON/OFF) -Instant KO (if you disable, water, lava, etc. will deal damage on contact) -Energy shield (if off, stickman can
bend)You can choose your character and play with a friend in 2 player mode. RHG stick fighting gameThis game is completely free. casual game and fun stickfight This is an addictive game!!! give me your reviewsSupreme Duelist Stickman ApkSupreme Duelist Stickman ApkWhats New: Google Play More Games / Apps More Games / Apps Andro-Mod » Games » Mod » Supreme Duelist Stickman (MOD,
Unlocked) Supreme Duelist Stickman - an unpretentious but intense and impressive arcade game where every virtual inch is designed for an uncompromising and bloody duel using a fancy and sometimes funny Neron brother's creators to allow the game to control maces and pistols, swords and knives, as well as light and even violins - all because of the defeat of the enemy! It's a pity that everything isn't
open without the Supreme Duelist Stickman mod, so it's better to immediately download a hacked game, choose a mode and focus on training. And you will have to learn a lot - and control the system, and how to communicate with places around. Supreme Duelist Stickman is a simple action game with simple controls that can help pass the time. The player is invited to participate in duels between two
slender Stikman men. Before each game, the user can choose the location and weapons of his character. Among the weapons are cold and fire samples. Using weapons capabilities, the player must do the same harm to the opponent. Victory in the fight will win the one that will be on the health scale, will remain in the points. FEATURES: * With simple controls * Multiple cards * Play and unlock new skin * 1
player, 2 players and survival mode * Realistic stickman ragdoll * 2d physical stick fight battle * create your own stickman warrior * Gravity * Instant KO * Energy Shield Supreme Duelist Stickman (MOD Unlocked Skins) is the funniest and most fun stickman game I have ever known. If you want to kill some time during the COVID-19 epidemic, download and experience! Content [ShowHide]So far the
stickman series has always earned with players about simplicity both in the game and in the schedule, always bringing a sense of closeness to everyone. Not only games, but stickman also manages the animation area with easy-to-understand expressions, easy to convey messages. In fact, there were many products of this genre that in entertainment acquired a great uproar. We can mention Legends
Legends Mr Bow is known for playing games on the gaming market. Based on the fact that today, I'll introduce you to a brand new Stickman style game from Neron's Brother, a game called Supreme Duelist Stickman. Launched in early 2019, so far this game has received a lot of positive reviews and more than a million downloads on Google Play.Gameplay If you've ever played Shadow Fight 2, you'll see
similarities between this game and the supreme duelist Stickman. Basically, you will throw in a duel against the enemy. The 1v1 battle takes place with a simple rule of play: kill him or push him off the ring, you win. However, this game has a different way to operate with Shadow Fight or any fighting game you know. In this game players are equipped with a random weapon, it looks like your opponent.
However, what is different in the game is a special controller. Supreme Duelist Stickman will remove all button hitting, jumping, magic, etc., and integrate two key movements of the game into one virtual key. You can drag the virtual button in all directions to move the character and make a weapon point toward the specified direction. To damage the enemy, you need to poke them into them or push enough
force to fly them out of the field, depending on the resulting weaponry. In addition, each weapon will have a special function and its own use. Discover them all! Characters from the multi-universeBefore take part in the Battle of supreme duelist stickman, you can change a little appearance. There are many skins, many characters from various games and movies converge here. Naruto, Luffy or even Santa
Claus and many other characters are waiting for you to discover. It's quite like a gun in this game. When you join the Supreme Duelist Stickman, you may encounter very interesting weapons, usually including Thanos's Infinity Gloves or Captain America Vibranium Shield. In addition to the variety of numbers, they differ both in usage and in special features. A few small steps from moving the virtual button
will activate the unique ability of each weapon. Using it wisely can help you turn the battle around. Many attractive modes When the game is turned on and no signal will be updated in online mode, but supreme duelist Stickman still offers many different modes to satisfy players. First, single-player mode will take you to the 1v1 arena with AI. You can choose weapons, create searches for both you and AI or
leave them randomly. In this mode, the rules followed the type of endless runner, i.e. fought until you get bored and you get back home. In addition, the machine also has different difficulty levels depending on your level. The easiest level is 1 and the hardest is 9.Next is 2 player mode. In this mode, the game allows you to connect Bluetooth or Wi-Fi to connect with your friend. The rules are similar to the
first mode, except that instead of AI, you will fight other players. Finally, an interesting challenge is survival mode. By participating in the in special maps specially designed for this mode. The DI series will turn massively and attack you, your task is to defeat as many enemies as possible while scoring the highest points before defeating. Players can invite more friends to play. Mod version of Supreme
Duelist StickmanThe skin in this game can be unlocked by watching ads. But if you don't have time or get annoyed about your ads, you're in the right place. MOD FeatureUnlocked All SkinsI love this gameTo be honest, Supreme Duelist Stickman is a fairly simple graphics platform compared to other stickman games. Not fancy, unrealistic 3D graphics, but I still like and want to stick with this game thanks to
the addiction that it brings. Don't hesitate, download the game now and fight these nice stickman guys! Download Supreme Duelist Stickman MOD APK for Android (latest version)
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